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The Six-Element Chart.
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Philosophy and Development.
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Part II: Use.

liTheChart" is a graphiC depiction of pb.ysiological relation-

ships among organs, muscles, energies, meridians, acupuncture

points, polarities, vertebra, time of day, attitudes, emotions,

stress and health.

The development of the chart was made possible by the dis-

covery of a means to identify and/or verify the elemental (wood,

fire, earth, etc.) nature of the successive points along each of

the twelve major acupuncture meridians. (Drs. Alan G. Beardall

and Orval S. Ladd)

The orderly elemental sequence that was found necessitated

that there be at least six elements instead of the traditional

five, and since the twelve major meridians fell conveniently into

a six-element pattern, the chart was eventually arranged as you

now see it.

Step 1: Test each of the 13 major muscles. Mark the chart for

each weak muscle.

Since a viable body tries to maintain itself as functional as

pOSSible, it is most likely that the muscle weaknesses you

observe are in muscles which are, in fact, donors of energy
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to a more serious problem, so that the real culprit still

appears strong - a "hidden Major." So observe, on the chart,

a pattern emerge - a strong muscle around which all (or most)

of the weak muscles balance or oppose.

Example: weak ST, Li, Lu, LVR, GB. The most likely problem

lies at BL. Nine times out of ten, if you correct whatever

is necessary for BL (in this example), all muscles and

energies will be corrected (a simple case).

Step 2: Test all alarm pOints for energy·and record on the chart

as N (normal), C (cold, under), H (hot, over). This informa-

tion gives you a good clue as to how you may successfully

borrow or move energy. Example as above: BL 67 connects BL

to the metal element li/Lu. In turn, LiB and Lu 9~ connect

to the water element BL and K. Be sure when involving an

element that its two parts are balanced.

Step 3: Now turn patient onto stomach and locate all vertebra

that need attention. Use whatever method you like. (I prefer

polarity, or Van Rump, or Tofness.) Here too, usually one or

two vertebra will be the major and control all the other ver-

tebra. The major vertebrae will usually correspond to the

major organ, muscle, meridian already established. (Note:

you cannot depend entirely on the accuracy of the traditional

associate points or Merick system; the chart disagrees in

some aspect with both.

step 4: other information listed in upper part of the sheet:

H202 is a chemistry test. If Hydrogen Peroxide falls to
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cause a strong test1ng muscle to become weak, it 1nd1cates a

probable developing degenerat1ve conditi.n involv1ng peroxi-

dase, free rad1cals, etc.

OR (cranium) test for cran1al faults, as you see fit;

they are very important. Test also for Rt/Lt Brain, THJ

and Teet. (mercury very devastating to some people).

Res9irat1on: (inhalat10n/exnalat1on) 1mportant to know

in making adjustments and in which phase to adjust.

XX (cross crawl): whole books have been written on

this subject! Right, left, bilateral, standing, prone,

supine, gait, etc.

Eyes: many problems are associated with eye position,

also test for pathology (eyes need adjustment too. Excellent

for glaucoma).

Emotional points: great help to know.

Hiatal: most are diaphragmatic slip spasms, a few are

for real.

Ileo-cecal valve: frequently asaoCiatei wita AV valve,

pyloriC valve, GB, back problem, achy Joints, and/or emotions.

Piriformis muscle: this and its associated obturators,

levator ani and iliacus/psoas are especially important in

female problems. Could save some hysterectomies.

Note: tae~ shaped figure in the lower left of chart sheet

is a carry-over from the early acupuncture work done

by Drs. Beardall and Ladd (making the chart possible), showing

the sequence of elemental points found along a meridian, and

also along the lower costal border of the rib cage, starting
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alongside the base of the zypaoid (wood), and going along

the lower border of the cartilage to the tip of the 12th

rib (metal).

iart II: Interpretation.

Most of the following information is a condensation of

thoughts and experimentation over many months of regular research

efforts, guided and encouraged by Drs. Ladd and Pullella. Many

others have contributed at various times, among the more faithul -

Dr. Art Belski, DMD, Rutm Smith ••••

If the patient still needs help after you have adjusted the

proper vertebra, stimulated the correct acupuncture points, and

perhaps also the NL(NV points, consult the chart for more informa-

tion to consider:

1. The adrenals lie at the chart center and the numbers

around the center are the adrenal connecting pOints to the various

organs. Example: Lu4 is the Adrenal point for Lung, etc. Many

times it is expendiant to move energy via the adrenals.

2. Notice the bOld-face11Lu ex H (negative) and its posi-

tive counterpart LiTW Si. These three elements (six meridians)

comprise the "less physical" (originating - causative) elements

(forces). I strongly suspect "metal" is a mistranslation.

The other bold-face~, earth, wood, water represents the more

physical (action) elements.
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Metal, air, fire may be considered tlcause." Earth, wood,

water may be considered "action" (of tb.ecause), and cause+ a.ction~

In light of tme above concept, it is interesting to speculate

as to the nature of the patient's problems.

3. Many writers associate the following attributes with colors:

Yellow (li!Lu) mind, intelligence, WORD 3-7al1
Orange (Sp/st) intellecutal power, mental

productivity, researca
mental action, thougnt, ideas 7-llam

Red (H/Si) vitality, strengta, excitation
power, MOVEMENT llam-3pm

Purple (K/BL) dedication, humanitarianism 3-7pm
Blue (Tw/CX) love, SPIRlT, universal life

force 7-llpm
Green (Lv/GB) wisdom, growth, renewal llpm-7am

When our patient's weaknesses and strengths are considered in

this light, more understanding comes forth.

Example: a college professor would probably be strong on mind/

intelligence, may also be strong pn~sically, but low in real love/

spirituality. A national aockey player would be strong on vitality/

strength, and very dedicated, but weak on growth/wisdom.

The ideal situation would be to balance the three factors

in each ~ and then tie the two together - very exciting results

are obtained.

4. Suggestion: we are so accustomed to thinking in terms of

duality that we frequently miss the supreme importance of trinity.

We are body, mind and spirit (strength/power - intelligence/mind -

love/spirit/universal life force, respecitvely). We must balance
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these three energ1es and oonneot them to the rema1n1ng trin1ty

(w1sdom/growth - mental productivity/thought - dedication).

5. "T1me of day" as know 1n trad1t1onal acupunoture and shown

on the ohart beoomes quite logioal when oons1dered 1n referenoe to

above assoo1at1ons.

Yellow (metal)
Orane;e (earth)
Red (fire)
Purple (water)

Blue (air)

Green (wood)

we awaken 3-7am, mind, thoughts.
7-11, we get into aot1on, plann1ng.
llam-3pm, strength/power.
3-7pm, slowdown and refleot1on on our day

and purpose.
7-llpm, most valuable t1me to renew soul

and prepare for sleep.
Important to fall asleep w1th
thoughts d1reoted to h1gher ohannels.

Ilpm-3am, growth/w1sdom/renewal-
oontaot the higher self.

6. In the o1roumference of the wheel, eaoh merid1an has a

C F E or H. This 1s for qu1ck reference to know where a mer1dian

starts and stops.

Example: K - starts on the foot, F, and ends on chest, e
ex - starts on the chest, e, and ends on hand, H

TW- starts on the hand, H, and ends on eye (head), E

GB - starts on eye (head), E, and ends on foot, F, etc.

It is well to keep 1n mind the smooth flow of energy and its change

of polarity. Each element nas two halves (mer1dians), one goes out,

ohanges polar1ty, and the other returns.

Most developing ser10us problems are "hidden." the body tends

to borrow support wherever it can; an over-simplified example is

muscle "recruiting" and "r-eact rve" muscle. These are attempts to

"keep go1ng.tI
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After you have truly found lithemajor," by two-po1nt1ng w1th

it, ALL the weaknesses found will test strong. There are t1mes when

a major will not reveal 1tself until you find a way to break through

the patient's defensive shell.

The complex1ty of human problems 1s unbe11evable; the hope for

correct1on 1s inf1n1te.

Thoughts worth cons1der1ng concern1ng relat10nships 1n the

chart:

Webster's D1ctionary says: cause (spir1t - word - mot1on) ---

that which gets, ~appens, or ex1sts in such a way that some specif1c

thing happens as 1result; the producer of an effect (renewal -

thought - ded1cat~on). In this concept, "effect" 1s not the final

product, but is one ingred1ent of it.

Genesis says: --- and darkness was upon the face of the deep.

And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.

And God said, Let there be light and there was light.

and God divided the light from the darkness.

and the evening and the morning were the first day.

Note: The three underlined words comprise the etheric,~ (Trinity)

whica is "cause" of creation. Creation is the response

to spirit, thought (word), and motion (cause), and is an eternal

progressive action into more light. There were six days to

creation. Tne.reare six creative eLe.nerrte in the chart - 2

groups of 3 parts each (clu.ality and Trinity).
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